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OUR TEAM



We are living in a world which is opening new avenues
every passing day. To match pace with this rapid change,
we, as educators, need to be prompt in adapting latest
trends to cater to the modern needs. We must create an
ambience which nurtures the latent talent of our future
generations. School education lays the foundation of a
successful society and onus lies upon us to excel in our
endeavours to pave the path.

MESSAGE FROM DEPUTY COMMISSIONER’S DESK

However, this is a long strenuous journey which requires motivation,
indefatigable effort and perseverance to accomplish our goals. I am glad
and feel privileged to have a team which works with great zeal and
enthusiasm and makes every goal attainable. The enormity of the task
could never wane their indomitable spirit. On the contrary, every new
challenge motivated them to toil harder and exert themselves to attain
newer heights.
Nurturing a vibrant ambience in the schools and maintaining a learning
environment are the key elements in achieving our coveted goal of
universal quality educations. This great challenge could never be
accomplished without concerted efforts of the leaders of various
Vidyalayas of Lucknow Region, the Principals who not only Provide and
looking after the basic infrastructural needs of students but also pilot a
squad of highly talented teachers and ensure a pro-active participation of
all the stake-holders, viz. students, parents, etc.
As we are familiar that Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan takes pride in
providing quality education to the students, I am confident that with the
combined efforts of our dedicated team members and with the blessings
of our patrons we will continue to evolve and reach the pinnacle of
success. The increasing challenge of training young minds will not be able
to daunt our spirit and we will leave no stone unturned to ensure physical,
mental, social, cultural and spiritual development of budding citizens of
India.



MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL’S DESK

We believe in a joyful experiential learning system wherein, each

child is encouraged to participate wholeheartedly! At Kendriya

Vidyalaya, AFS, Memaura, we leave no stone unturned to offer

multitudes of opportunities to our children; it is for them to make

most of it. Children should be motivated to grab every opportunity

that comes their way which would not only help in their holistic

growth but also strengthen their belief in teamwork, which is

important in this fast-paced world.

They need to understand the importance of emotional balance, critical thinking, and most

importantly accepting failure graciously. It is our strife to endow them with all these qualities and

more. We believe in empowering our children in such a manner that they act as representatives of a

meaningful and value-based society! Our pedagogy which is holistic and comprehensive

complements this. We have a team of fabulous teachers who display boundless energy and intense

commitment which keeps the ethos of our school shining brightly. Each morning, we are born

again. What matters the most is whether we have given our best today. As our team believe in doing

the work with the intention and not because of compulsion.

With warm wishes

Mrs. Indu Puri

Principal

PRINCIPAL

MRS. INDU PURI

EDUCATION IS THE TOOL BY WHICH ONE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD



PUSTAKOPAHAR 2023



WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 2023

PLEDGE ACTIVITY(ONLINE MODE)



WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 2023

PLANTATION AT HOME



INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY 2023

YOGA AT HOME



FUN-DAY ACTIVITIES

FUN AND GAMES ACTIVITIES 



FUN-DAY ACTIVITIES

MULTIPLICATION TABLE ORAL DRILL



VIDYA-PRAVESH UTSAV2023



VIDYA-PRAVESH UTSAV 2023

GLIMPSES OF VARIOUS EVENTS



HAPPY LEARNING!



CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES



SLOGAN WRITING

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES



CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

POSTER MAKING



CUB-BULBUL ACTIVITIES

B.P(BADEN POWELL) 6 EXERCISE TRAINING

SALUTE PRACTICE BY CUBS AND BULBULS



LEARNING MADE EASIER

MATHEMATICAL MODELS TO STRENGTHEN CONCPET OF ANGLES



LEARNING MADE EASIER

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING



LEARNING MADE EASIER

ART INTEGRATED APPROACH



LEARNING MADE EASIER

ART INTEGRATED APPROACH



LEARNING MADE EASIER

PLAY WAY APPROACH 



SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS

HEMAKSHI YADAV



SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS

4 CUBS AND 2 BULBULS AWARDED WITH GOLDEN 

ARROW AWARD 2022 FROM BS&G INDIA ALONG 

WITH CASH PRIZE OF RS 1000/= EACH




